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Figure 1, a portion of the left hand traction unit being
broken away to expose the left hand power means;
Figure 3 is a transverse sectional view, on an en
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larged scale as viewed along the line 3—3—3—3 of
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Figure 4 is a longitudinal sectional view taken sub
stantially along the line 4—4 of Figure 2, but on an en
larged scale, showing the interior of one of the power
means.

The vehicle or supporting structure chosen for \the
purposes of illustration is a tractor of the track-laying

type comprising a longitudinal body 10 supported by
and between a pair of laterally spaced, longitudinally
extending traction units, each designated generally by

This invention relates to carrier means for mounting 15 the numeral 11. Since each traction unit is substantially
agricultural implements or similar tools ‘on a tractor.
identical, a description of the left hand unit will su?ice
More particularly, the invention relates to such carriers
for both. '
that may be utilized at either end of the tractor or equiv
Each traction unit comprises a pair of longitudinally
spaced rotary elements in the form of a driving sprocket
In the use of many types of agricultural or‘ earth 20 12 and a front idler 13 about which is trained an endless
moving implements, it is, desirable to have a structure
track 14. Each traction unit is further provided with a
adapted for mounting on a tractor or equivalent vehicle
longitudinally extending supporting means in the form of
alent

vehicle.

_

_
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.
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so that the tools may be used either at the front or
rear of the tractor. Arrangements of this type are gen

a track frame 15. The traction unit to the extent de
scribed may be of any conventional construction and that

erally known but have not been completely successful, 25 illustrated is merely representative.
The tractor body 10 is supported by and between the
the mounting structure, to reverse the power means used
traction units by means of a subsidiary frame structure
for adjusting the tools. Since these power adjusting
comprising a pair of laterally spaced, longitudinally run~
means, ordinarily of the hydraulic cylinder and piston
ning frame members 16, each of which is secured at its
type, are relatively heavy, the interchangeability or re 30 forward and rearward ends to the tractor body at 17 and
because it was heretofore necessary, in the reversal of

versal of the structure could not be'easily and readily I‘;

accomplished, particularly in the ?eld.
According to the present invention, it is the principal

18 respectively. The supporting or suspension of the
body on the traction unit may be accomplished in any de

sired manner. The particular supporting structure illus
trated forms the subject matter of assignee’s co-pending
referred to in which the power means need not be re 35 application, Serial No. 56,295, ?led October 25, 1948, now.
versed in their entireties.‘ Thisresult is accomplished
Patent No. 2,604,176, issued July 22, 1952, and will be
by so relating the mounting of the power means to the
described only generally here.
mounting of the carrier means that it is necessary merely
In addition to the longitudinal members 16, the sup
to reverse a single power-transmitting arm for each
porting structure includes a pair of longitudinally spaced,
power unit or device. A further object resides in the 40 transversely extending supporting members 19 and 20.
provision of a power unit of the ?uid-motor type which
Each of these members extends a sul?cient distance lat
is capable of delivering equal power in either direction.
erally at either side of the tractor body so that its opposite

object to provide an arrangement of the general type

This feature is important in connection with the re
ends rest respectively on and are supported by the track
versibility of the carrier so that the carrier and power
frames 15. The tractor structure itself is completed by
units have the same operational characteristics regard 45 a forwardly located radiator grille and hood structure 21
less of whether the carrier is operating at the front or
and a rearwardly located operator’s seat 22. The struc
the rear end of the vehicle. In this respect, the inven
ture 21 overlies an internal combustion engine 23 and
tion provides a power unit of the type in which the
operation of the tractor and its allied equipment is con
operating parts are totallyenclosed in a casing or cham~
trolled by a plurality of control members 24, 25 and 26.
ber communicating with the cylinder in which the motor 50
Each of the outer ends of the forward transverse mem
piston reciprocates, there being a rockshaft or equivalent
ber 19 is provided with supporting means in the form of
power take-off means extending externally of the cham
a bracket 27 which has a downwardly and rearwardly
ber for the mounting thereon of a power-transmitting
extending portion 28 serving to provide a mounting means
arm.
in the form of a pivot 29 on a transverse axis. The pivotal

In more speci?c aspects, the invention deals with the 55 mounting means 29 are coaxially aligned on a transverse
application of a carrier of the general type referred to
axis substantially centrally located between the front and

to a tractor of the crawler or track-laying type; al
though, the invention is not limited to such arrange
ments.

rear ends of the tractor and provide means for mounting
on the tractor a carrier structure designated generally
by the numeral 30. This carrier is in the form of a

The foregoing and other important objects and de 60 U-shaped structure having a pair of laterally spaced,
sirable features of the invention will become apparent
longitudinally extending beams or levers 31 rigidly inter

to those versed in the art as a complete disclosure is
made of a preferred embodiment of the invention in

the following detailed description and accompanying

sheet of drawings in which:

Figure 1 is a side elevational view of a crawler tractor

equipped with the carrier and improved power means,
the carrier being shown in full lines at the rear of the
tractor and illustrated in part in broken lines at the
front of the tractor;

'

connected across proximate ends by a transverse beam
or member 32. In the position of the carrier shown in

Fig. 2 and in full lines in Fig. 1, the transverse member
65 32 is at the rear of the tractor and the beams 31 extend

longitudinally rearwardly from the pivots 29. As indi
cated in. broken lines in Figure l, the carrier 30 may be
reversed so that the transverse member 32'is at the front
of the tractor and the beams 31 extend longitudinally

70 forwardly from the pivots 29. The reversibility of the
Figure 2 is a plan viewpof the structure'shownnin ; I carrier is accommodated by the, location of the'pivots 29
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substantially centrally between the front and rear ends of
the tractor, as stated above.
For the purpose of controlling or adjusting the carrier

structure 30, there is provided a pair of carrier adjusting
mechanisms ‘or power-transmitting devices or units 33,
one at each side of the tractor,- as will appear from an

examination of Figures_2 and 3.

4

device regardless of which direction the piston 43 moves,
as waiila'benre casein tlie‘dr'diriar'y type of cylinder and
piston assembly in which the rod extends through one end
of the cylinder. Thus, each device is capable of deliver
ing equal power in either direction of movement of the
piston 43. Therefore, the carrier 30 will have the same
operational characteristics, so far as concerns the power

In the present case,
units 33, regardless of the position thereof.
each device 33 is appropriately and conveniently mounted
The feature'of the invention residing in the provision of
in association with a proximate track frame, being pref
reversibility or interchangeability of the carrier without
erably supported on the proximate end of the transverse 10 requiring reversal or interchanging of the cylinder is im
members 19 and 29. The construction is such that each
device 33 comprises a main housing or casing 34 provided

respectively at its front end and rear ends with mounting

portant from the‘standpoint of minimizing the labor nec
essary to make the conversion, so that use of the carrier
at either end ‘of the tractor is a relatively simple matter.

portions 35 and 36. As best shown in Figure 4, these
Incorporation in the arrangement of the power devices 33
mounting portions are recessedat 37 and 38 respectively 15 which have equal power in either direction, increases the
in such manner as to accommodate‘ the upper half of
?exibility of the carrier structure as a whole. Other fea
the approximate end‘portions of the transverse members
tures of the inventionpnot speci?cally pointed out above
19 and 20, the latter being, as shown, preferably square
will occur to those versed in the art, as will many modi
in cross section.

Each of the track frames 15has ap

?cations and alterations in the preferred construction illus
propriate complementary carrying structures 39 and 40 20 trated, all of which may be achieved without departing
which respectively receive the lower portions of the
from the spirit and scope of the invention as de?ned in the
proximate ends of the members 1? and 2t) and which
appended claims. ‘'
cooperate with the portions 35 and 36 to accomplish the
What is claimed is:
dual function of securing the members 19 and 20 to the

1. For a tractor or the like including longitudinal sup
track frames and of mounting the power devices 33 on 25 porting structure having front and rear ends, the combina
the track frames. As stated above, the particular details
tion of: means carried on said structure and providing
of the mounting of the frame structure including the
respectively'at opposite sides of said structure a pair of
members 16 on the track frames 15 are fully disclosed in
mounting portions including pivots coaxial on a transverse
assignee’s patent referred to above. Likewise, the partic 30 axis generally midway between the front and rear ends of
ular details of the mounting of the power units form
said structure; a single, reversible carrier having a pair of
the subiect matter of that patent and further illustrations
laterally spaced, generally longitudinally extending side
and description are not included here. Suf?ce it to say
beams interconnected at one end by a transverse member
that the devices or units 33 are rigidly carried on the
and having at its opposite ends means for mounting the
tractor by means of the track frames 15. It will be 35 beams respectively on the aforesaid pivots for vertical
obvious, of course, that the units could be directly
swinging of the carrier about said'pivot axis, said beams

mounted on the tractor body. However, the mounting of
the units as illustrated, arranges these units in close prox
intity to the beams ‘3% of the carrier 38.

and member being so dimensioned that the carrier is re‘
versible and the beams may extend either forwardly or

rearwardly from said pivots at opposite sides of the sup

As best shown in Figure 4, each of the power-trans 40 porting structure to dispose the transverse member at
either the front or rear end of said structure; a pair of
cylinder 42. A piston 43 is carried by the cylinder 42
power-transmitting devices, one at and carried at each side
and is connected by a connecting rod 44 to a crank arm
of said structure, and each including a base part ?xedly
45. This arm is totally enclosed in the chamber 41, as
positioned on said structure regardless of the position of
is the interior portion of a rockable ‘member in the form
the carrier, and a rocking element rockable about a trans
of a rockshaft 46. The component just described pro 45 verse axis, said axes being'transversely alined generally
vides a ?uid-pressure motor of the cylinder and piston
midway between the front and rear ends of said structure;
type. Further, the motor is of the two-way or bidirec
and a power-transmitting connection between each rock
tional type in which ?uid under pressure may be intro
ing element and the respective side beam of the carrier,
duced to the cylinder at either end of the piston 43 for
50 including a reversible part constructed to extend in one
forcing the piston in one direction or the other. Fluid
longitudinal direction when the carrier beams extend rear
under pressure from any suitable source (not shown) is
wardly and disconnectible and reconnectible relative to its
supplied to the unit by ?uid-pressure-transmitting means
rocking element to extend in the opposite longitudinal di
including conduits 47 and 48. Means for supplying ?uid
rection when said beams extend forwardly.
under pressure to the devices 33 has not been illustrated, 55
2. The invention de?ned in claim 1, further charac
since such means may take any of various forms and
teri‘zed in that: each power-transmitting device is a bi
may be suitably connected to derive power from the
directional ?uid-pressure motor capable of developing

mitting units includes a chamber 41 which opens into a

tractor engine 23, in a manner well known to those versed
in the art. The rockshaft 46 for the right hand unit ex

equal power in either direction so as to have the same

tends laterally to the right (Figure 3) and the rockshaft

to thecarrier‘in either of ‘the positions of said carrier.
3. ‘For a tractor or the like including longitudinal sup

for the left hand unit extends, of course, to the left
(Figure 2). Each rockshaft has ?xed thereto for rocking
movement therewith a power-transmitting member in the

operational cha‘racter‘istics‘in‘the transmission of power

porting structure having front vand rear ends, the com
bination of: means carried on said structure and provid
form of an arm 49. When the carrier is in its rear posi
ing respectively at opposite sides of said structure a pair
tion, as illustrated in full lines in Figure 1, the arms 49
of ‘mounting portions including pivots coaxial on a trans
extend rearwardly and are connected respectively to the 65 verseaxis generally midway between the front and rear
beams 31 of the carrier by links it). When the carrier
ends of said structure; a single, reversible carrier having
is in its forward position, the arms 49 are removed from
a pair of‘la'terally spaced, ‘generally longitudinally extend
the rockshafts 46 and are reversed, as indicated in broken
ing side beams interconnected at one end by a transverse
lines in Figure 1, and the links 59 are utilized to establish
member and having at its opposite ends means for mount~

the new connections. Regardless of the position of the 70 ,inglthe beams respectively on the aforesaid pivots for
carrier, the cylinder units 33 remain in their original po
'vertical swinging ot- the carrier about said pivot axis, said
sitions.
beams and ‘member‘being so dimensioned that the carrier
Inasmuch as the connecting rod 44 and crank arm 45 . ,

is reversible and the beams may extend either forwardly

of each device33 are totally enclosed within the chamber 76 or rearwardly from _said pivots at opposite sides of the
41, there will be no variation in power delivered by the
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supporting structure to dispose the transverse member at
either the front or rear end of said structure; power

transmitting means carried by said structure and includ
ing a base part ?xedly positioned on said structure re

gardless of the position of the carrier, and an element
rockable about a transverse axis generally midway be
tween the front and rear ends of said structure; and a

power-transmitting connection between said element and

6
rear ends of the tractor; and a power-transmitting connec

tion between each rocking element and the proximate car
rier beam, including a reversible part constructed to ex
tend in one longitudinal direction when the carrier beams
extend forward and disconnectible and reconnectible rela

tive to its rocking element to extend in the opposite longi
tudinal direction when the carrier beams extend rear

wardly.

the side beams of the carrier, including at each side a
6. In combination: a support, including pivot means;
reversible part constructed to extend in one longitudinal 10
a carrier, means connecting the carrier to the pivot means
direction when the carrier beams extend rearwardly and
in a ?rst position and for movement in a ?rst range about
disconnectible and reconnectible relative to its rocking
said pivot means; means providing for connection of the
element to extend in the opposite longitudinal direction
carrier to the pivot means in a second position sub
when said beams extend forwardly.
4. For a tractor of the track-laying type having a lon 15 stantially diametrically opposite the ?rst position and for
movement in a second range generally symmetrical with
gitudinal body carried between a pair of longitudinally
the ?rst range; a two-way ?uid-pressure motor including
extending traction units including track frames, the com
a casing ?xedly positioned on the support irrespective of
bination of: means on each track frame providing a sup
positioning of the carrier and having a cylinder closed
porting pivot on a transverse axis, said pivots being co
axial on a transverse axis substantially midway between 20 at opposite ends and having its axis normal to the afore
said pivot means, a piston carried by the cylinder for axial
the front and rear ends of the tractor; a single, reversible

carrier having a pair of laterally spaced, longitudinally

reciprocation and having axially opposite e?fective face

portions of equal area, a rockshaft extending through the
running side beams interconnected at proximate end por
casing on an axis parallel to and adjacent the pivot means,
tions by a transverse member and having at opposite
proximate end portions means for mounting the beams 25 and means within the casing operatively interconnecting
the rockshaft and piston; an arm reversibly mountable on
respectively on the aforesaid pivots for vertical swinging
a portion of the rockshaft outside the casing in either of
of the carrier with respect to the tractor, said beams and
two radially extending, substantially diametrically opposed
members being so dimensioned that the carrier is reversi
positions and movable by the rockshaft in either of two
ble and the beams may extend either forwardly or rear
wardly from said pivots alongside the track frames to 30 substantially symmetrical ranges to accommodate either
of the ranges and positions of the carrier; and means
dispose the transverse member at either the front or rear
for interconnecting the arm and carrier in either of the
of the tractor; a pair of power-transmitting means, one
positions thereof.
at each side of the tractor body and carried by the re
7. In combination: a support, including pivot means;
spective track frame, and each including a base part ?x
edly positioned on the track frame regardless of the posi 35 a carrier, means connecting the carrier to the pivot means
in a ?rst position and for movement in a ?rst range about
tion of the carrier, and a rocking element rockable about
said pivot means; means providing for connection of the
a transverse axis generally midway between the front and
carrier to the pivot means in a second position substantially
rear ends of the tractor; and a power-transmitting con

diametrically opposite the ?rst position and for move

nection between each rocking element and the proximate

carrier beam, including a reversible part constructed to 40 ment in a second range generally symmetrical with the
?rst range; a two-way ?uid-pressure motor including a
extend in one longitudinal direction when the carrier
casing ?xedly positioned on the support irrespective of
beams extend forwardly and disconnectible and recon
positioning of the carrier and having a cylinder disposed
nectible relative to its rocking element to extend in the
with its axis normal to the aforesaid pivot means; a piston
opposite longitudinal direction w on the carrier beams
extend rearwardly.

-
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5. For a tractor having a longitudinal body carried be
tween a pair of traction units including longitudinally
spaced apart rolling elements and supports therefor con
nected to the body, the combination of: means on the
support at each side of the tractor providing a supporting 50
pivot on a transverse axis, said pivots being coaxial on a

carried by the cylinder for axial reciprocation therein;

a rockshaft journaled on the casing on an axis parallel to

and adjacent the pivot means, and means operatively
interconnecting the rockshaft and piston; an arm re
versibly mountable on a portion of the rockshaft outside

the casing ineither of two radially extending, substan

tially diametrically opposed positions and movable by the

and rear ends of the tractor; a single, reversible carrier

rockshaft in either of two substantially symmetrical ranges
to accommodate either of the ranges and positions of the

having a pair of laterally spaced, longitudinally running

carrier; and means for interconnecting the arm and car

transverse axis substantially midway between the front

side beams interconnected at proximate end portions by 55 rier in either of the positions thereof.
a transverse member and having at opposite proximate
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